THE CLAW TOUCHES DOWN
THE OPPORTUNITY

Consider Owning a Piece of Rock and Roll History

The iconic centerpiece from the most successful concert tour in history, U2’s custom designed “claw”, has been re-engineered to become a new multiuse and headline-grabbing entertainment venue. This incredible structure is available for purchase following the conclusion of the final show of the record smashing – U2 360° Tour, in Moncton, Canada on July 30th, 2011.
DIFFERENT USES

Though the Claw has started life as a touring rock show feature, it is well suited to a variety of other uses.

MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT VENUE

Provides a high profile structure that makes an instant and memorable impression. With a re-designed roof structure, the Claw provides a large covered stage area as well as covered wings. The load capacity would accommodate the largest shows that you would ever want to stage.

EXHIBITION HALL

The Claw can be used as an instant structure within which multiple floors can be fitted. It is large and striking enough to make an impression on passers-by and visitors alike and would certainly raise the profile of any attraction it housed. Ceiling heights could be anywhere from 10 to 100 feet!

A NOTABLE SKYLINE OR WATERFRONT VENUE

Drawing on its classic and iconic shape, The Claw would make an interesting and unique addition to a civic landscape. It would become an instant landmark.

THEME PARK

An instant, visually impactful structure within which your ride designers can go crazy!

ENCLOSE AN HISTORICAL ARTIFACT

There are numerous World Heritage Sites being eroded away by the elements; treasures of our civilizations, wasting away before our eyes. This structure is a pre-built, engineered structure that can be placed over the top of an archaeological site for example. It can be enclosed for security and protection from the elements and can also house visitor viewing areas, conservation labs, a theatre, visitor centre, food services and retail. Its size and shape would also serve to attract attention.

LARGE EVENT PLAZA AND STAGE

In this area, The Claw is tried and tested. It can accommodate up to 3,000 people under cover. The structure supports as much load from above as you would ever want to hang. It could also be the focal point for much larger audiences at a festival site.

Skip the whole design and engineering process, it’s done, or customize it to your own style and start programming.
CIVIC PLAZA

The claw encompasses an area of 2,727 square metres or 28,287 square feet. As such it would easily accommodate 2,800 people under cover and would provide a fine environment for all manner of performances and gatherings.
PAVILION

At a World Exposition or an Olympic Games, it is desirable to have an icon that grabs attention in order to stand out from the crowd. Our highly adaptable structure allows your designers to create your own unique statement. Furthermore, shipping and installation can be completed with a short lead time, reducing the time required for costly land leases.
BIO DOME

By suspending a transparent skin within the structure, a unique and controlled environment can be created similar to what has been done at The Eden Project. All manner of plant life from the smallest flowers to the largest trees would fit nicely.
THE STRUCTURE

FEATURES + BENEFITS

Short lead-time to completed structure.
The structure itself can be installed in 4 days
High capacity for suspended load
In touring mode, it will safely support 185 tons
Iconic
Withstands high wind and seismic loads
Easily adapted to different uses
Can be moved if desired
Extremely rugged and dependable
Tried and tested
The Claw is an iconic structure that is sure to make an impression. It is extremely robust, and has been engineered to withstand high wind loads while supporting heavy loads.

It is tried and tested having completed 110 concerts in 78 different cities and 30 Countries around the world over the last 3 years.

The Claw can be transported and set up anywhere with very short lead time.
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